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NATIVE AND NATIONAL IN BRAZIL
Indigeneity after Independence

Tracy Devine Guzmán
“Captures the complex and contradictory history
of representations of indigenous peoples in
Brazil and offers a sensitive and theoretically
sophisticated treatment of the relationship
between indigeneity and the Brazilian state-between national belonging and the lived
experience of difference. A welcome addition
to the growing literature on indigenous peoples
in the Western Hemisphere.”
—Jan Hoffman French, University of Richmond
336 pages $69.95 cloth / $29.95 paper

CHINESE CUBANS
A Transnational History

Kathleen López
“Meticulously researched and beautifully written, and with a deep, nuanced understanding of
the Chinese-Cuban community, this is the first
serious and comprehensive history of the
Chinese in Cuba.”
—Evelyn Hu-DeHart, Brown University
384 pages $69.95 cloth / $29.95 paper

CREATING A COMMON TABLE
IN TWENTIETH-CENTURY
ARGENTINA
Doña Petrona, Women, and Food

Rebekah E. Pite
“An engaging and significant piece of historical
scholarship. Pite makes a convincing case for the
centrality of food to the history of Argentina, fills
a very important gap in the historiography of
Latin America, and sheds light on the role of
women in Latin American mass media.”
—Christine Ehrick, University of Louisville
344 pages $69.95 cloth / $29.95 paper

MYTHS OF DEMILITARIZATION IN
POSTREVOLUTIONARY MEXICO,
1920-1960
Thomas Rath
“This defining work on the Mexican military in the
twentieth century casts familiar events and
dynamics in a profoundly different light and forces
readers to rethink a number of important topics.”
—Ben Fallaw, Colby College
256 pages $69.95 cloth / $29.95 paper

VISIONS OF POWER IN CUBA

Revolution, Redemption, and Resistance,
1959-1971

Lillian Guerra
“Guerra’s fascinating analysis of the
revolutionary process in Cuba should
be a standard reference work within a
short time.”
—Franklin W. Knight,
The Johns Hopkins University
48 pages $55.00 cloth

RADICAL MOVES

Caribbean Migrants and the Politics
of Race in the Jazz Age

Lara Putnam
“A breathtaking tour de force, achieving
a brilliantly layered exploration of the
significance and complexity of black
internationalism in the first decades
of the twentieth century. This book will
be an instant classic.”
—Penny von Eschen,
University of Michigan
288 pages $65.00 cloth / $27.50 paper

new in paperback—

IN THE EYE OF ALL TRADE

NO HIGHER LAW

Bermuda, Bermudians, and the
Maritime Atlantic World, 1680-1783

Brian Loveman

688 pages $35.00 paper
Published for the Omohundro Institute
of Early American History and Culture

American Foreign Policy and the
Western Hemisphere since 1776
488 pages $29.95 paper

Michael J. Jarvis
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